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Grain quality parameters like grain length, grain breadth, cooked grain 
length, cooked grain breadth, gelatinization temperature, length: breadth 
ratio, linear elongation ratio and breadth wise elongation ratio were studied 
on 68 doubled haploid lines derived from IR64 x Azucena. Parameter 
association analysis showed gelatinization temperature highly associated with 
cooked grain length and thereby with linear elongation ratio.  Grain length 
and grain breadth were also positively associated.  All the traits showed high 
variability.  Quantitative trait loci analysis using composite interval mapping 
revealed, 18 QTLs for various parameters. For grain length, a QTL on 
chromosome 9 localized within the marker interval RZ228-RZ12 had a direct 
contribution of 19.11% toward the total phenotypic variation, followed by 
another on chromosome 2 at RG437-RG544 with a contribution of 17.28%.   
Grain breadth had two QTLs on chromosome 1 and 6 but with lesser 
contributions.  In contrast, cooked grain length had 5 QTLs, cumulatively 
describing 89.82% of the total phenotypic variation. Prominent among were 
RG167-Npb44 on chromosome 6 (27.29%), and CDO544-Rg653 on 
chromosome 6 (27.02%). For cooked grain breadth, another QTL lying 
between markers RZ448 and RZ519 on chromosome 3 addresses 29.38% of 
the total phenotypic variation. Gelatinization temperature shared a common 
marker interval for its prominent QTL (RZ649-RZ67) on chromosome 5 
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(28.93%) with one QTL for cooked grain length. Being derived traits, length: 
breadth ratio shared common QTLs (RZ228-RZ12 on chromosome 9 and 
G1084-RG257 on chromosome 10), with its most determining trait grain 
length (r=0.588**). Similarly, breadth elongation ratio had common QTL with 
cooked grain breadth (RZ448-RZ519 on chromosome 3).  Quantitative trait 
loci with conspicuous contributions can be validated on larger population and 
can be utilized for marker assisted selection for grain quality. 


